An Introduction to the Rowntree Family
One Branch in the First World War Era
This booklet surrounds the lives of Colin Rowntree and his family.
This family extends to include Fred Rowntree and his wife’s relations, the Gray, Cruikshank and Thorp Families
The work is based on letters and diaries and centres on lives around the War period as this was
when most significant letters were written.
Acknowledgement is made to Book “Rowntrees of Risborough” by Charles Brightwen Rowntree
and his niece Margaret Sessions for details of the family tree.
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Forward to the First Edition.
This booklet is an attempt to pull together aspects of the world of the Rowntree Family from
the turn of the twentieth century through to the end of the First World War. The work is based
on primary source material collected by Colin Rowntree and kept within the family.
The family trees, in the appendix, are there to help put individuals mentioned in the story into
context and because of the limitations of space or lack of information are not complete. The
more complete version of these are available on the Rowntree section of the History Website
at www.guise.me.uk as are the complete diaries of Colin Rowntree written at the time during
the First World War.
This booklet can be downloaded for printing from the website and all the information within it
can be read in HTML webpage form on the site.
For convenience all the references made throughout this booklet are accessible from links
listed on
www.guise.me.uk/rowntree1900/index.htm
All corrections, amendments and additions gratefully received and these will be put onto the
website immediately.
R.G. November 2013
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The Family in Context
For clarity it is necessary to start with John Rowntree,
born in 1757, the Grocer at Scarborough who married Elizabeth
Lotherington, born in 1764 and who was a descendant from the
Rowntrees of Risborough. Details of which are available on the
history website.

George Rowntree Grocer Scarborough who wrote his
reminiscences, available on the website, in which he
describes The Schreiner Riots in Scarborough 1900, that
occurred during the Boer war, and which seriously effected
the business and the family. Full article about these riots is
available on the website. His son was Malcolm Rowntree,
Hotel proprietor Scarborough

John Rowntree had seven children one of which was Joseph
Rowntree who moved to York and who was with his son Joseph
the founder of the cocoa empire. Another was William Rowntree
who according to the book “Rowntrees of Risborough” worked as
a corn miller in Gateshead and married Rachel Watson.

Ellen Rowntree who married Alfred Henry Taylor
Frederick Rowntree who married Mary Anna Gray and
whose son Colin this booklet surrounds and includes his
siblings Douglas and Judith Mary, known as Molly

William Rowntree had 8 children including Hannah who
married Charles Brightwen, Joseph and Joseph who both died
within a couple of years of birth and John Rowntree who seemed
to have returned to his roots in Scarborough and developed the
Grocer Draper shop there.

Arthur Rowntree the Headmaster of Bootham who
married Ellen Hurndall. His daughter Joan Hurndall worked
as secretary to Field Marshall Smuts before marrying a
furniture maker in Johannesburg.

John Rowntree born 1821 married Ann Webster and produced 6
children, remarrying after Ann’s death to Eliza Walker Brady
(nee Walker) and having another son Alfred.

~~~~~~~~~~

Alfred Rowntree born in 1900 was a Farmer and Creamery
Proprietor in Middleham Wensleydale until 1943.

The story really starts with Frederick who was born in
Scarborough, educated at Bootham , trained as an architect in
Scarborough and then worked in London, Leicester and
Scarborough. In 1890 he entered partnership with Malcolm Stark
in Glasgow but it should be noted that he had already, in 1886
met and married his wife, Mary Anna Gray who was the daughter
of William Gray who started Gray Dunn biscuits in Glasgow.
In 1900 Frederick moved to Hammersmith.

Among John Rowntree’s offspring there are a number that are
referred to in the documents behind this article. In Summary:
John Watson Rowntree, Grocer and Mayor of
Scarborough who married Eliza Stansfield Gravely and had
3 Children Harold, Gravely and Kathleen

~~~~~~~~~~
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commission for Belfast City Hall, but the Govan District Asylum
had remained their only significant win.
Rowntree relocated his practice in Hammersmith.

Frederick Rowntree
Taken from the Dictionary of Scottish Architects. See website.

In 1907 Rowntree's son Douglas Woodville Rowntree (born in
England c. 1888), who had studied at the Architectural
Association for the previous two years and had passed the
preliminary exam in 1906, entered the practice as improver. He
passed the intermediate exam the following year and was soon
promoted to assistant. He sought additional experience from April
to September 1910 in the firm of Mussellwhite & Sapp, builders,
of Basingstoke, but continued in his father's firm thereafter. In
1912 he and Fred's younger son Colin (born 9 August 1891 at 9
Queen Square, Strathbungo) were taken into partnership as Fred
Rowntree & Sons. In the same year they won the competition for
the West China University at Chengtu, Szechuan; Douglas
Woodville took charge of the office for more than six months
whilst his father was away in China attending to the project.

Fred Rowntree was born in 1860 in Scarborough, the son of John
Rowntree, master grocer, and Ann Webster. His brother, also
John Rowntree, was a tea and coffee merchant and café owner
there and another relative, William Rowntree, was a prosperous
draper who subsequently built a department store. The family
were Quakers and related to the chocolate manufacturers. Fred
was educated at Bootham School, York, and articled to Charles
Augustus Bury of Scarborough from 1876 to 1880. Thereafter he
was assistant to Edward Burgess in London and a clerk of works
in Leicestershire until 1885 when he was taken into partnership
by Charles Edeson of Scarborough, the practice title becoming
Edeson & Rowntree. He moved office to London in 1890, but in
the same year he entered into partnership with Malcolm Stark in
Glasgow. The reason for this move is not yet clear but Stark had
won the Govan District Asylum competition and was always
coming close to a major national competition win, the Rowntrees
had Glasgow connections through the Henderson family and on 6
October 1886 at the Friends Meeting House, North Portland
Street, Fred Rowntree had married Mary Anna Gray, a daughter
of William Gray of Gray, Dunn & Company (biscuit
manufacturers), who were also Quakers. Helen Henderson had, as
her second husband, married the painter E A Walton and through
them Fred Rowntree became acquainted with George Walton,
with whom he worked closely for decorative work in the 1890s.

During the First World War, Fred Rowntree joined forces with
Charles Spooner and Arthur Joseph Penty to form an enterprise
employing Belgian refugees in the prefabrication of buildings for
re-erection in Belgium after the war. Douglas Woodville
Rowntree joined the armed forces in January 1916.
The practice continued under the same title and at the same
address - 11 Hammersmith Terrace, Hammersmith - after the war.
Douglas Woodville was admitted ARIBA on 3 March 1919, his
proposers being his father, Spooner and Stanley Davenport
Adshead.

In 1900 the partnership of Stark & Rowntree was dissolved as a
long succession of near misses in national competitions, together
with health problems, had resulted in Stark descending into
alcoholism. They had only narrowly missed winning the

Fred Rowntree died on 7 January 1927 after an operation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The Turn of the Century

be seen in a separate article but let it be said that the Rowntrees
and relations occupied a number of houses in the terrace.
Both Colin and Douglas were educated at Bootham and did their
training with their father although Douglas attended Architectural
Association schools for two years.
By 1911 they both were working and living with their father at 11
Hammersmith Terrace. Detail of the work they did is, at this
stage, beyond this article however the following table gives some
indication of the family activity.

Not much can be added to the biography above about Fred’s early
life. However a few points regarding his time in Scotland may be
worth exploring. At the age of 16, Fred was articled in
Scarborough and then, after 5 years in London and Leicestershire
he joined a partnership Edeson & Rowntree in Scarborough at the
age of 25. Within a year of this he was married in Glasgow to
Mary Anna Gray from Glasgow and at the age of 30 formed a
new partnership in Glasgow, Stark and Rowntree. Douglas, his
first son was born in Scarborough, when Fred was 28, but Colin
his second was born 3 or so years later in Glasgow. Fred then
settled in Glasgow until 1900 when he was 40 years old.
Despite Fred leaving Scotland, the Gray family played a
significant part in his family life, particularly the siblings of Mary
Anna and their offspring. Although many stayed in Scotland and
were involved with the Gray Dunn Biscuit Company , there is
documentation and reports in letters of many coming to London
and some during some time in their lives settling in Chiswick and
in particular in Hammersmith Terrace.. It would seem that the
“Scottish Holiday” must have derived from this period because
although there is only direct evidence of the clans meeting up
after 1918 there is reference in a couple of letters to the time
spent at Daltote in Achnamara before the war. These holidays are
discussed elsewhere in “the Meeting of the Clans”.

Date

Records show that when first in London in 1900, he and the
family settled at 23 Palace Mansions in Fulham (1901 Census)
before moving to 11 Hammersmith Terrace.
This terrace is in Chiswick Mall which runs on the North bank of
the River Thames. Whether it is Chiswick or Hammersmith is
arguable; it rather depends on which way one goes along the
Thames from there. It is felt that Hammersmith Terrace plays a
significant role in the story as does other areas of Chiswick as can

Building name

Town,

City or
county
Szechuan

1912 West China
University
After Newspaper House
1912
1913 Friends Meeting
House, North
Square
1913 St John's
Presbyterian Church
1919 Rowntree Park

Chengtu
China

York

Yorkshire

1922 Friends School

Saffron
Walden

Essex

1923 Friends Meeting
House
1924 Manor House,
Langdale End
1926 Friends Meeting
House
1927 Friends Meeting
House

Haringey

London

Notes
Won design
competition

London
Golders
Green

London

Northwood London

Won in
competition
Layout - with W
J Swain
Addition of art
rooms and
classroom block

Scarborough Yorkshire
Muswell
Hill
Cambridge

London

Details of the Chengtu project are available on the website.
Not listed above is the project that Fred was involved in regarding
the Belgian Prefabs during WW1.
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Pictures of Fred and some Family

Mary Anna Rowntree
Nee Gray ( Annie)
Colin Rowntree

Douglas Rowntree

Fred Rowntree

Winifred Rowntree
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Judith Mary Rowntree - Molly

Colin and Mary were married on the 30th Oct 1914, 3 months
after the start of WW1 and Colin himself left for France that very
day having had a few weeks training in First Aid, Ambulance
work and no doubt military matters, with the Friends Ambulance
Unit at Jordans, near Beaconfield, in Buckinghamshire.
From his diaries for the next 4 years, we get a fairly clear idea of
the type of work he was doing and from the letters between him
and Mary and from Fred and Mary Anna ( Annie) a picture of
some of the Rowntree family’s activities can be gleaned.

Colin Rowntree and Mary Begg
How Colin met Mary is a mystery but there is a letter from him
dated 16th Jan 1913 saying
“The dance on the 24th begins at 7.30, at least we have to be
there by then. Will you be ready to start at 7.0 if I call for you
then. Yours sincerely Colin Rowntree”
At that time Mary Begg, still only 19 years old, lived with her
mother and father, Sam Begg, an artist for the Illustrated London
News at 23 Fairfax Road, Bedford Park, Chiswick..

It is interesting to observe how, as must have been the case so
often during the First World War, despite spending 4 years on the
continent involved in a horrific war, there was still a domestic
element to their lives with wives and families sorting houses and
babies and entertaining family amidst working endlessly to
support their men at the front.

Sam was born in New Zealand but had settled in England after an
interesting career in New Zealand, Australia and art training in
Paris. Mary was Sam and Ada’s only child with serious artistic
capabilities. She was also beautiful and obviously noticed by
Colin who was about 3 years older. A map of Chiswick, on page
31, shows that they did not live that far apart and that Bedford
Park and Hammersmith Terrace are less than a mile apart as the
crow flies.
Bedford Park had been designed and built in the late 1800’s
inspired by Aesthetic Movement of the 1870s that followed the
ideals of men such as John Ruskin and William Morris.
There is circumstantial evidence that Fred was interested in the
Arts and Crafts movement and may have worked with Rene
Macintosh in Scotland and most likely knew of William Morris
who had lived along the Thames in Kelmscott House before his
death in 1896.
Also Emery Walker - Process Engraver Friend and mentor to
William Morris, lived at No. 7 Hammersmith Terrace, a few
doors away. The geographical proximity of all these people is too
significant to be coincidence, and as the story develops it is
noticeable how the family that had its roots in Yorkshire, settles
down well in one of “arts” areas of the capital.

In this respect interesting comparisons can be made with the lives
of the Dibdin family at that time, when William Joseph Dibdin
continues to run an engineering – chemistry consultancy and
business while his sons are doing their bit in Europe.
Details of this, available, again from letters and documents of the
time, are available on the website.
Letters to and from Colin during the War often refer to his
complaint and to pain. Based on family anecdotal evidence this
was most likely to be a stomach ulcer which was inherited for a
further 2 generations, and which may have been why he was in
Glasgow hospital in 1929 having an operation, watched over by
his cousin Doctor Arnold Gray from Tavyalich
See Endnotes and Comments Page 38..
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The War Years.

Life settled down for Colin to an arduous routine working and
driving around the French Belgium border just behind the lines at
Ypres.

The very nature of wartime means that there is a considerable
amount of activity, movement and communication within
families. Probably people wrote more letters than usual and
maybe more people wrote diaries. This chapter hinges on the
letters from Frederick Rowntree and his wife to Colin, with a few
others from the Gray and Rowntree Family and of course letters
between Colin and Mary. Colin’s diaries are a useful source of
reference to the activities of some members of the family as are
the documents available from the Friend’s Ambulance Unit.
To put this last comment in perspective we know that of the first
corps of 35 men going over to Dunkirk on 30th Oct 1914,
according to Ellen, the wife of Arthur Rowntree, the Head of
Bootham, at the time, 14 were Bootham boys. Of those 35, at
least 4 were family and more family members went over later.
Fred Rowntree’s abode at Hammersmith Terrace seemed to
become a hub of activity and a stopping off point for many
friends and family rather in the same way as the Guise household,
in Streatham, became in WW2.
Colin at the age of 23 left for Dunkirk with the FAU on the 30th
October 1914 with other members of the family. The first few
days were very eventful his life, as explained in the Chapter –
‘Colin Rowntree in WW1’.
This horrendous introduction to Colin’s War was soon known
about by family at home and is referred to in a letter from Ellen
Rowntree, the wife of Arthur, Head of Bootham and Fred’s
brother.
“What dramatic good fortune you had at the very start with the
Hermes ! I understand there was fierce dispute between cousins
as to whether Donald or Charlie or Harry went overboard.”
Letter in Appendix
Later other members of the Rowntree family were to go across.

Colin’s health and pains were obviously quite a worry to his
mother and fathers and in one letter his mother quoted in lurid
detail some advice from a “tabby” she met at Jordans, in which
she puts the current medical practice in perspective. See in the
Appendix the letter 12/29/1915 From Annie to Colin
These little insights into the view of medicine in the early 1900’s
are fascinating to the sceptical mind.
One letter tells us that, in August 1915, Fred went to Holland for
10 days. It needs to be appreciated that although from our point of
view Holland is just above Belgium with a common border, in
fact Belgium did not exist as a Nation until the mid 1800’s.
Despite this, unlike in the Second World War, Holland was able
to stay neutral and so the German occupation of that part of
Europe included most of Belgium up the line joining Ostend and
Ypres but stopped at the northern border of the country.
His reason for being in Holland was probably associated with the
Belgium Housing project that he was working on with others in
which they were setting up the manufacture of prefabricated
houses and furniture ready for the end of the war so that the
damaged parts of Belgium could be rebuilt quickly. Fred must
have been involved with this from the beginning of the war as in
early letters there is reference to the furniture workshops being set
up locally for the Belgian refugees. As early as November 1914
Fred refers to the refugees getting Scarlet Fever, a serious illness
in 1914, and is asking Colin, who has just arrived on the French
Belgian border, to send him sketches of classical Belgian
Furniture for his refugees to make. Fred also hoped to obtain a
house locally for them to live in.
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Betsy Thorp was born to Molly, Fred’s daughter, on 22nd June
1915. At this time Ralph Thorp was working in the FAU. It is not
clear if by this time the family had taken over No.5 Hammersmith
Terrace, but it is quite probable. A cursory analysis give the
impression that the extended Rowntree family were taking over a
number of houses in the Terrace ie. No. 3, 5, 10, 11 and filling
them with many families as well as using them as offices for the
Architectural work.
There is reference in a letter from Annie, 2 Feb 1916, regarding
Douglas and family going off to see the Hickmans and from
Colin to Mary in 6/12/1915 regarding Alan Hickman not having
to have his leg off.
Two cousins Douglas Woodville Rowntree and Malcolm
Rowntree both married sisters Winifred and Violet Hickman, the
daughters of Walter Richard John Hickman, a solicitor in Putney,
and Fanny Adamson
News of deaths and injury travelled fast through the family and
affected many.
In June 1916, the girls brother, Terence Hickman, was killed in
action and for reasons unknown, in August, his sister Violet, died.

In August 1915 Fred reports to Colin that he has spent 10 days in
Holland. Cottages are progressing well and 5 sent to an
exhibition - a Belgian Contractor is looking after them and can
put one up in 3 hours.
As an aside it is interesting to note that a hundred years ago the
concept of fast affordable housing was understood and that after
the second world war the shortage of housing stock was tackled
with cheap prefabs that have lasted right up to the present day.
We, now, seem unable to cope with a serious housing shortage
without generating tacky little neo georgian palaces, the cost of
which is beyond the reach of those most in need.
As an aside the reader may notice Fred’s Telegram Address listed
amongst the letters: ARCHICRAFT …. An interesting amalgam
of words, whether much can be read into this may never be
known.
In a letter from Annie there is reference to the war effort help
being organised by Fred and the Family, in York and in London.
There is no doubt that the Quakers, at least within the Rowntree
family, were helping all they could even to the extent of Joseph
Rowntree supplying hot chocolate of a special nutritious quality
for the wounded. See in appendix letter from Ella Rowntree

The tragedy of so many people killed in war “by the Germans”
moved more people, including Quakers to join up in active
Service. It was felt, as mentioned below, that this may be why
Douglas joined up. News travelled fast through the extended
family and the story of the near miss of Laurence Rowntree was
soon known just as, later on, his death in action 25 Nov 1917 2nd Lieutenant Royal Artillery. Up to January 1916, he had been
working for FAU. There must have been a growing will to do
anything to get the war over with.

During the early war period it is noticeable how many babies
were born as a consequence of recent marriages. For the sake of
completeness, these are listed below.
Douglas

m.1912

Colin
m.1914
Molly
m.1913
Willie
m. 1915
Friend of Mary Rowntree
W R Flint
m. 1905

Winkie
Mary
Ralph
Ada

b. 1914
b. 1915
b.1915
b. 1915
b. 1916

Anne
Nicola
Michael
Betsy
Stephen

Sibylle Sueter

b. 1915

Francis M R
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Douglas Rowntree in WW1
Born 1888 Died 1966 Married in Oct 1912

There is a Map of Passchendaele with line of approx. British
Front 6.11.17 printed on it, pencil marks to the south of P'daele
town, some mud stains and DWR in pencil on the back.

At this stage little is known of
Douglas’s activities in WW1,
however what is known at present
is given on this page. Information
is thanks to his granddaughter –
Richenda George
Older than Colin, he married a
couple of years before the war to
Winifred Hickman ( Winkie.).

The photograph is reasonably characteristic of him, unlike some
other unsmiling formal portraits of him in uniform which I guess
were taken perhaps when he was commissioned. He looks a bit
thinner in this one, if jollier, so it may have been more recent
when sent as a postcard to Ann Rowntree at 11 Hammersmith
Terrace on 6th Feb. 1918 . Uniform badge is that of the Middlesex
Regt.
Letter to Winifred, page 2
only, no date, written with
left hand in pencil.
He asks for news of Willy
Crook (Cruickshank) and
Harry (Gray, I suppose) "I
hope they are alright".
Reports on wound dressing
and splint adjustment.
Hopes that the move to a
new house will buck his
mother-in-law up bodily
and mentally (Fanny
Hickman, mother of
Terence and Violet who
both died in 1916).
"Lady Hatfield whose hospital this is has just been through. She
had an awfully nice hat on made of a string coloured velure [ sic!]
(but very fluffy) an awfully nice shape though".

Ann, their first, was born in Feb
1914 just before the war.
I think he joined up in 1916. The
family (Douglas, Winifred and
Ann) were still in the rented
house on Strand-on-the Green
when Nicholas was born on Boxing Day 1915. {However there is
reference to them sharing a room or two in the Rowntree Office
in Hammersmith Terrace during the War period.}
Ann told me that a number of the Quakers and others, who had
not previously fought, had joined up after Terence Hickman
(Cambridge friend of Malcolm Rowntree and brother-in-law of
Douglas) was killed (late June, the "missing" process ending in
early August).
Douglas may have started the war in the Artists' Rifles, which
took catastrophic losses so he was absorbed into another
regiment.
Temporary Commission issued 9.1.1917. 2nd Lieutenant, Land
Forces, from 19 Dec 1916
Field Postcard - very worn "I am well" March or Nov 1917

A telegram dated 7 April 1918 reported that Douglas was
severely injured in the arm with gunshot. No visitors.
Invalided from the Service 4th November 1919
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Colin Rowntree in World War 1

Colin Rowntree – Friends Ambulance Unit
This article is based on Colin
Rowntree’s diaries from the World
War I period and documents and
letters relating to that time.

Lieutenant Colin Rowntree
23 years old on entering WW1
Orderly with the Friends Ambulance Unit
1914-1916

At the beginning of World War 1
Colin had applied to work with the
Friends Ambulance Unit by
contacting Philip J.Baker who was
responsible, with others, for
initiating the FAU and had appealed
for volunteers in a letter to the
Friend Magazine of August 21st .
By the 25th of August Colin was
invited to a First Aid Course in
London and subsequently went to
Jordans Quaker Meeting for a few
weeks training in medical and
military matters. With this minimal training, Colin at the age of
23, left for Dunkirk with the FAU on the 30th Oct 1914 having
just got married that day, leaving his new wife with her father and
mother at Fairfax Road and with the responsibility of finding a
house for them to live in when the war was over, presumably “by
Christmas” of that year. It is worth remembering that the
members of the FAU were voluntary and so got no pay. However
they were respected although many would be conscientious
objectors. With Colin on that first ship were the following
members of the family Donald, Charles and James Henry Gray,
all first cousins. Later members of the Rowntree family were to
go across. The journey across became a dramatic introduction to
their work as explained in one of the longest entries in Colin’s
Diaries.

Started training for FAU - 25th Aug 1914
Went to France - 30th Oct 1914
~~~~~~~
Lieutenant in Royal Engineers - War Graves
Registration 1916-1919
It can be noted briefly that Colin Rowntree worked also in WW2
as a Captain, while his son Paul Rowntree was training as a
doctor at Barts in London and working in a First Aid post during
the first Blitz.
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31-Oct-14
Left Dover 8.30 {am} on SS.Invicta About 10.30 we came onto the
Hermes sinking the stern was almost a wash. The crew were
being taken of by small boats from the destroyers, about 5 in
number, which cruised round in curves to avoid torpedoes. The
Hermes had been struck by 2 torpedoes from a submarine We
lowered boats to pick up men – was in one with J.E.Thurnam,
H.Lithgow and 3 sailors – were told to return to ship almost at
once as all men taken off. Donald {Gray} dived off the Invicta
after a man, was picked up in a small boat but the man was
already dead. Another man died on board from exposure. About
11.30 the Hermes heeled over to port and sank except the bow
which remained up for some time. We put back to Dover and
landed men. Started back for Dunkirk in about 1 hour. Around
Dunkirk 5.30 but were kept a very long time before getting into
dock. Firing from British Warships could be seen in the North.
About 9.00 we went to the station to help dress wounded who
were lying in two goods sheds – 300 or 400 in each. There was
one Doctor in charge in one shed but no one at the other so we
took it in hand and worked until 1.30 or later – most of the
wounds were septic and some had not been dressed for 2 or 3
days – the smell awful.
And the next day
01-Nov-14
Got to bed on Invicta 2.am. – called at 4.00 and went to load
wounded onto Hospital Shill Rewa (British) – Loaded 700 or 800
on her, then went to “Plassy” also British. 300 or more loaded
on her. Had a sleep on board in the afternoon.
Marched up to Hotel du Kursall, Malo Les Bain for the night.”

The FAU was to be run on strict military lines and it was
intended that it should fit in tactfully with the army medical corp.
and local French authorities as it was a voluntary organisation
without a proven record and, in some instances, its existence was
grudgingly accepted. In this respect there are echoes of the work
of Florence Nightingale in the Crimea. The lightly trained men of
the FAU went straight to work in the Railway sheds without
attention to protocols and there are many references as to how
well they did. The shock of the smell of injured, dying and dead
soldiers was one of the few details mentioned years later by
Colin, within earshot of younger generations of the family.

La Patrie by C.W.R.Nevinson who was an artist before the
war and joined the FAU on 12th November 1914. Later
during the war, he was recognized as a war Artist and there
is on example of one painting of two dead soldiers by the
wire, that was too detailed to be published at the time.

What is so significant about this episode, as well as the sheer
horror of it all, is that the members of the FAU functioned
without clearance to do so, by what ever authorities there were.
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Serendipity demands that reference be made at this point to an
occurrence in 2013 in London. There was an exhibition of art
work “A Crisis of Brilliance” at the Dulwich Gallery including
paintings by Paul Nash, Bomberg and and C.R.W.Nevinson.
Amongst these was a painting by Nevinson “La Patrie” showing
the insides of the train sheds referred to by Colin. FAU
documents show that Henry W. Nevinson, his father, was a
Journalist and was in the first corps across to Dunkirk with Colin,
another one amongst the first 35.
It is very moving to realise that this painting derived from the first
hand experience of a person confronted by scene on his first day
in action.
More about Nevinson on Website

It is difficult to summarise Colin's life over four years and the
diaries give in a few words a strong impression of what was
happening in his world behind the lines. Photographs and post
cards of the area are available as well as numerous letters and
documents. See website
It seems that Colin returned to London in Mid November 1914
for four days as a courier and then returned to France. From mid
December, for 2 months, he was on sick leave and then was well
enough to return to Dunkirk to work in a typhoid Hospital having
probably help conceive his first born. At this time, Dunkirk and
other towns behind the lines were being shelled and bombed by
German Taubes. The Germans seriously wanted Dunkirk to give
them a port in the Channel.

Some idea of the importance of these first few days can be gained
from the speech by the Officer in Charge, presumably Philip J
Baker made on 2nd May 1915.
"The first part of the work was concerned with the end of the big
battles which finished the autumn campaign on the northern line,
and began on the very first night on which the Unit, without any
proper authorisation, without any proper attachment, without any
permis de sejour, without anything else official, came to
Dunkerque and went into the shambles at the railway station.
Beginning with that work, going on with the establishment of St.
Pierre, from that to the growth of the ambulance work, which
went on roughly till the end of December, the Unit accomplished
in the first two months a very considerable work. "
A complete set of Colin's diaries gives details of his work in both
the Friends Ambulance Unit and in the Army working on war
graves.

Colin then worked in Poperinghe close to the lines and it soon
became apparent that he was operating in the transport section of
the FAU and spent much of his time ferrying significant people
and as well as bringing refugees and orphans to safety back
behind the lines or from Belgium to France.
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day taking the engine apart. On the 28th December, two fellows
came and fitted a new engine.

Although not as ridiculously risky as life for those “going over
the top” on the front line, Colin and his colleagues were always in
the line of fire. Dunkirk was shelled and there is a note in Colin’s
diary referring to a FAU member, F Garratt Taylor, being killed
on 25th September 1915 by a shell landing a few feet from him at
Nieuport. The emotional distress of helping so many badly
injured, dead and dying must have been immense as was the
responsibility of evacuating ill civilians from hospitals when the
front line or the shelling moved too near.
21-Mar-15
Two Taubes – turned back by shrapnel and nearly hit. Also in
evening.
22-Mar-15
Taubes in the morning, also held back by shrapnel. Be Bridgette
(Belgian War Minister) visits the hospital – Evacuated 17 women
to St Omer.
Again another member of the FAU, Walter Messer, was killed by
a bomb on 28 Nov 1915 at Adinkerke Station.
In all about 23 FAU members died on service with the unit and
then another 16 died in action after joining the armed forces.

It is difficult to imagine the growing devastation in the area and
the need sometimes to move quantities of sick and injured
because of movement of the fighting line and the amount of
damage created by bombardment. We are lucky to have some
photographs taken by Colin during his time with FAU but there
are none showing the full extent of the damage.
The diary shows that Colin spent much of that time driving
around the North West area of Belgium and France. He was
collecting children from towns and villages on the front line and
searching in Chateau’s for children that had been orphaned. He
transported war victims about, on one occasion taking a Creche
woman 195 kilometre to see her cousin. He, at times, was
working under fire and there is reference to his colleagues being
killed by shells. There is a description of bombs being dropped on
the town. He seems to have been responsible for the running of
his car that for a 1914 vehicle was experiencing the most
appalling conditions.

It would be easy to image Colin driving a vintage vehicle around
Northern France on roads similar to those in existence nowadays,
or for that matter, on roads that were there during the Second
World War. Far from it, not only were the roads often nothing
more that cart tracks, but also bombardment, and bombing ranged
over the whole area.
On a more light hearted note, he does in one entry, on Christmas
Eve, 1915 refer to racing Wigham home after dinner and breaking
an axle at Caestre, arriving home at midnight. The back axle was
fixed at Dunkirk on Christmas Day and then on his way to
Wisques, on Boxing Day, the crankshaft broke and he spent the

We are unsure about the make of car Colin drove but perhaps the
picture the conditions the under which he was driving.
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It needs to be
remembered
that in 1914
there were few
people that
would have felt
confident at
driving a car let
alone repair the
cars of the
“A Car in Trouble after the Thaw” –
time and so
Official WW1 Front photo.
Colin’s job as
Chauffeur was of great importance.
Records from the time indicate that the FAU had complete
workshops to enable them to do every type of repair and Colin
was involved in many repairs while on the road and back at the
garage. One occasion a front spring broke and fortunately he was
near a Belge Ambulance Station and they helped. He spent time
carrying senior members of the FAU and local dignitaries around,
such as the Countess d’Ursel, a Lady in Waiting to the Queen of
Belgium and a self appointed manager of “Relief Work”. Records
indicate that at time there was tension between her and the
English relief system.
Because of breakdowns and yet the necessity to keep mobile there
are references to Colin driving other peoples vehicles such as a
Ford and a Studebaker.
After leave in August 1915 there is an entry
1-Sep-1915
Returned from leave – miserable journey from Boulogne to
Dunkirk – 5 hours - spent the next few days overhauling car

It would seem likely that Colin felt by April 1916 it was time to
find some paid work with the war effort and officially left FAU in
June 1916, probably in fact slightly earlier, to join the Royal
Engineers. He was back in France on 27th June 1916
In this respect his actions and motivations must have been similar
to those of Lionel Dibdin who had no real stomach for war,
unlike his brother in law Stanley Haycraft , but who saw many of
his family involved, recognised the need for his skills in the
Royal Engineers and needed an income.
For nearly two years Colin spent the time driving around
Northern France and that part of Belgium behind the Allied lines
and must have developed quite a knowledge of the area as well at
getting to know many people working in relief, English, French
and Belge.

Colin’s first son, Michael, was born to Mary on 7th Nov 1915 and
Mary had already taken on the commitment of renting Picton
House on Strand on the Green in July and with Fred’s help and
financial support had the decoration and furnishing done.
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Map of the area that Colin worked in showing the Belgium French Border and the Front line at one point in the war.
Note: Holland was neutral and so the north border of the Belgium was the limit of German occupation.

The map give some idea of the
territory covered by Colin over
the two year period

Amongst Colin archives were
some pictures that he took during
his time with the FAU and
postcards of the area.
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What happened to Ypres is well
known and comment was made
by Colin that it did not now look
like the postcards anymore

Colin Rowntree – Lieutenant Royal Engineers
Initially it seemed an interesting idea to identify each cemetery
logged in the diary but it became apparent that one was going to
work through the vast number that are listed on a number of
websites.

Colin, in June 1916, joined the
Royal Engineers as a 2nd
Lieutenant similar to Lionel
Dibdin, but unlike him went to
France with the minimum training
time presumably because his
service in FAU in France and
Belgium was seen as very
relevant. He worked in the same
area as before and so the diaries
in the second two years of the war
echo those of the first but instead
of helping the wounded he was
serving the dead, working for the War Graves Registration. This
work was, in many respects, no less harrowing than before and
just as dangerous. He had the additional responsibility of being in
charge of soldiers. Of course, at the end of the war his work was
not to finish. However a list of dates on a scrap of paper indicate
that on 18 Nov 1918 Colin went down with flu and pneumonia
and was sent back to England. He was ill and convalescing until
24 April 1919
Letters between Colin and Mary, unlike those between other
members of the family during the war, give us few insights as to
war activities and feelings during that period.

Much of the recorded work involved pegging out and some areas
were still very close to the front line and were still under fire. All
the initial work must have been of a temporary nature.
There is reference in one entry to ordering wooden crosses.
It is difficult to grasp the full extent of his work but whereas now
these cemeteries are beautifully laid out havens of peace with
desperately sad undertones, at that time they must have been mud
baths of devastation with Colin and his men striving to give the
dead some dignity against a background of gunfire and shelling.

A diary shows that on 27 June 1916 Colin left for France to join
Graves Registration Units.
From June 1916 until the end of March 1918 when his records
stopped, he visited and worked at a number of different
cemeteries nearly ever day.
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The building of the cemeteries as we see them today started in
1921.
The Commission set the highest standards for all its work. Three
of the most eminent architects of the day - Sir Edwin Lutyens, Sir
Herbert Baker and Sir Reginald Blomfield - were chosen to begin
the work of designing and constructing the cemeteries and
memorials. Rudyard Kipling was tasked, as literary advisor, with
advising on inscriptions.
Ware asked Sir Frederic Kenyon, the Director of the British
Museum, to interpret the differing approaches of the principal
architects. The report he presented to the Commission in
November 1918 emphasised equality as the core ideology,
outlining the principles we abide by today.
In 1921 the Commission built three experimental cemeteries.
Forceville in France was considered the most successful. Garden
designer Gertrude Jekyll advised on the planting and the
architects created a walled cemetery with uniform headstones in
a garden setting. Blomfield's Cross of Sacrifice and Lutyens'
Stone of Remembrance were the formal features. After some
adjustments, Forceville became the template for the
Commission's building programme. Over the course of the
decade over 2400 cemeteries were constructed in France and
Belgium, while work progressed in Italy, Egypt, Palestine,
Macedonia, Mesopotamia (Iraq) and on the Gallipoli Peninsula.
The pace of building was extraordinary and the energy brought
by the individual architects gave character and often great beauty
to the cemeteries they built.
Taken from www.cwgc.org website.

Sometimes, these would be laid on fresh ground negotiated with
the local dignitaries such as the Mairie (Mayor) and sometimes
begging space in established community graveyards. A visitor to
the WW1 graves in Belgium and France will see many
community graveyard with military extensions and many purpose
built cemeteries but no examples of what the cemeteries were like
at the time in the middle of a war zone.
Colin was often visiting between five and eight sites a day,
responsible for marking out grave plots and seeing that some sort
of cemetery was established. A look at a map of the period will
show that these cemeteries were only just on the English side of
the front line and that war had no respect for the dead or the
living. Cemeteries were often shelled and one can only imagine
the chaos and unholy mess after such an event.
The job at times must have got him down.
One letter, 3rd Aug 1916, from Colin soon after he joined the
Royal Engineers working on Graves Registration indicates a
philosophic acceptance with regard to being killed by a shell
while working. It is difficult to judge whether or not the risks
were greater than during his time with the FAU.
This letter develops into a maudlin comparison between himself
and a once possible rival for Mary’s affections. He also points out
that Mary is not keeping him up to date with how Michael is
growing up. He mentions that his batman has been with the war
since Dec 1914 and was blown up by a mine and was
unconscious for 4 days. All the men on Grave Registration are
called Permanent Base Men and are deemed not fit for action in
the trenches because of injury, shell shock or old age. He says
they are a curious crowd. –
“Goodbye Princess”

Colin’s diaries give a day by day note of his activities between
June 1916 and March 1918. His time was spent travelling from
cemetery to cemetery, plotting out graves and moving the odd
short term temporary graves, sometimes searched out from
hearsay or found by the roadside, to established cemeteries.
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It seems that Colin at the time was billeted out in the locality but
well behind the lines however it is believed that he was
responsible for men who may have been stationed in dugouts on
the cemetery sites. The diaries suggest that he visited certain
cemeteries fortnightly to pay out the wages to his men and he had
on occasions to move them about to sort out disputes.
There were days when Colin stayed in the office, no doubt to do
the immense amount of paperwork that must have been
associated with being responsible for so many burials.
It is interesting to note that he was working in exactly the same
area, behind the lines at Ypres as he was for the Friends
Ambulance Unit and so he must after so many years have been
extremely knowledgeable of the terrain. From time to time he
would journey back into France, down to Dunkirk, Calais and
Boulogne and occasionally met up with family and friends from
the FAU. In this respect life may not have been as grim as for
those in the trenches but the overview he had and the experiences
he had on a daily basis must have taken their toll.

Colin Rowntree in World War 2
For completeness it is
worth mentioning that in
WW2
Colin joined up and
became a Captain. Letters
indicate that he trained in
Leeds for a while.
Aug 1941 - Colin trained
as a soldier for 2 weeks –
Scarborough.
He had been in Leeds
lodging at 53 Victoria
Road, Headingley
Mary meanwhile was at
Stonegate, working with
the Women’s Voluntary
Service on evacuation ,
Hostels , American Cloths
distribution in York and
Hull after the Blitz.

From another letter home to Mary
“We had another orgy down at M Hameaus ( the place where I
am billetted.) It was the usual thing glass after glass of very nasty
wine and lots of sweet cakes and biscuits. All of us are very tired
and bilious today. They are horrible occasions but have to be
gone through from time to time. They practically force the stuff
down your throat until you think the next glass will make you
sick. The worst of it is that when I feel a bit seedy I always get an
attack of home sickness.”
The diaries and summaries of letters are on the website.

Oct 1942, Colin was ill
with hepatitis in Pinderfields
Jan 1943 still ill but going home soon – He had been at Harewood
House which was acting as a Convalescence Hospital
For a full catalogue of items relevant to Colin and the family in
WW1 go to www.guise.me.uk/articles/rowntrees1900/index.htm
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Mary Begg and Family

She had her first child Michael in November 1915. Her letters to
Colin describe the work that decorators had to do and the help
with items that Fred was giving.
Shopping at Liberties for linoleum of a specific design and for
carpets was all on the
agenda.

Mary Begg
Born 14 May 1894
Married 30 Oct 1914
to Colin Rowntree
Died 11 Nov 1967

In February she had
sent Colin her plans for
the garden and reported
in letters over the next
few years on the work
she has done in it . It
would seem that Mary
did not move into the
house but stayed with
her parents until Colin
came home however she
went there often and by Feb 1917, it was referred to by Michael
as his “Strand on the Green Garden”.

2 Children
Michael Rowntree
b.07 Nov 1915 d.10 Jul 1942
Paul Rowntree
b.27 May 1920 d.11 Sep 1999
Mary Begg, the only daughter of Sam and Ada, was brought up at
23 Fairfax Road, Bedford Park in Chiswick. We have one
reference to her meeting up with Colin Rowntree as mentioned
elsewhere with a rather blunt invitation to dance. There are some
photoghaphs of Mary when a young girl and bearing in mind that
she married Colin before the age of twenty one, it will be noted
that Colin selected for himself a stunner, and ensured that he had
secured his catch before immediatley leaving for the war.

Life at this time must, from a domestic point of view, must have
been very unsettling. Colin was not a regular soldier with a career
planned out for war. He had volunteered to do the FAU work on
the basis, probably, that the war would be “over by Christmas”.
His getting married and then going off to France can only be
explained by the short term vision of the war. Mary found a
house, early in 1915 and got pregnant, all with a view of settling
down to the life of an architect’s wife. In June 1915 she suggests
that they rent out the house to Willy and Ada Cruikshank, Colin’s
cousins who were to get married soon and may be in need of
somewhere to live for the summer. Again short term thinking.

Mary stayed on with her parents but obviously had been left with
the task of finding a house albeit with the help of her inlaws Fred
and Mary Anna Rowntree at Hammersmith Terrace. Letters
suggest that by January 1915 she had taken on the rental of Picton
House on Strand on the Green, Chiswick, despite the gentle
pressure that she should choose further downstream nearer
Hammersmith Terrace.
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There is this strange feeling one gets from
letters from home during the war. In
hindsight we know what a devastating
episode in human history the whole thing
was but for those involved at the time, it
may well have been seen, initially as a quick
adventure, with the boys going out to do an
instant sorting out job.
Some of Mary’s letters during the war
indicate expectations from her husband that
would be reasonable under normal
circumstances but suggest that she had no
idea of the trauma he was experiencing in
the field.
Having said that the people at home were
growing aware of the problems. Letters refer
to Mary’s mother’s, having women from the
workroom to tea and the upset when one of
their husbands or family was killed or
injured. Also the Begg family handed over
one room of their house to the workroom
women as they lost their work space
elsewhere.

She, during this period, was doing art work and seemed to enjoy
flower painting but it is interesting to note her ambivalence
regarding having a baby and so having to share Colin with
another being.
Letter from Perranporth June 28th 1915
Dearest Colin
I got your long letter here on Saturday many thanks. I am writing
now by the open window. The tide is high and only about 30
yards from us. It retires in to the dim distance apparently miles
and miles away. At low tide there is an enormous stretch of sand,
3 miles long and nearly a mile wide. A great change isn’t it. Most
of the houses here are fairly new, about the same size I should
think as Lizard Town. The country inland is nice. Valleys
branching off one from the other. Some nice little cottages
covered in roses. We walked inland in the rain yesterday evening
and picked flowers out of the rain soaked hedges. There are high
cliffs in parts, in between high sand dunes which I love. At
midday today it was glorious. It looked as though it wouldn’t rain
again for a month. This evening we were driven home by it. We
had a bathe this afternoon, but the bathing is very poor. But
altogether we are very pleased with it, with our rooms. It suits us
very well just now. I find it very hard to remember to be as staid
as I should. I think perhaps you had better not expect many
letters. I never can write when I am away. But of course I shall
expect more than ever! I don’t believe I shall get any flowers
drawn either.
Much love from Mary.

In one letter she offers to buy the adjacent jacket called a cuirasse
for Colin, suggesting that she could line it with leather.
At the age of just 21 years old, Mary must have had hopes for a
more fun life. Not only was she a beauty, she was talented artist, a
keen observer of nature, as well as managing things on a domestic
front by herself. During the war she, just as most people must
have done, lived as normal a life as possible and in one letter we
have a very clear description of a time on holiday in Cornwall.

This is included as it was written while a few months pregnant
and gives an interesting description of the area.
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Another such letter is itself of interest:
"Do keep you moustache until you come home and let me see how
funny you look." -Feeling tired and stupid but no cough she had
before coming away . Looking fat and brown.
Living on honey and cream. Been to St Agnes
Description of St Agnes ..
We went by the cliffs and saw some of the finest weirdest coast
that I have seen. Very wild, it was and just alive with gannets. St
Agnes itself is rather an eerie place. A big mine close to the sea
(some of the deserted ones are right on the edge of the cliffs in
most weird situations.) The streams run thick grey with stuff from
them and discolour the sea for about a mile out. Then there is
pretty fertile valley and then the "town" away up on one side - we
couldn't find it for ages, till two women, who said they were going
to the "teahouse" conducted us. The Teahouse turned out to be
the dentists, but we got a good tea that we were very much in
need of. St Agnes is quaint - it's glorious. It was very much more
important some time back. I always think these places are rather
fascinating. There is a quaint weird old burial ground right away
from the church with some funny old carved slate tombstones, the
most striking now are to three little girls all dying with a few
days, (small pox I suppose) and one erected by his shaft mates to
a man drowned in the mineshaft. That must be a ghastly thing,
when the sea breaks in. Did you see the poems they are so fond of
in the death notices in the local papers when you were here. They
make you think of Mrs Adeln's book - "We have lost our little
Annie etc"
Some of the "killed in action ones", I afraid , are very funny.
The country inland here is lovely. Very pretty valleys and nice
very well kept cottages and lovely gardens with gay wild flowers.
One thinks at first that the cottages must be inhabited by artists
or such like people, but it is not so. And yet the children are not
half so well kept as further north. …
"Do you suppose you will get leave soon"

It would seem at that time that the Flint Family, parents of
William Russell Flint, were living in the neighbourhood and often
visited Mary and her Family. Sam Begg got to know William
Russell Flint while they worked at the Illustrated London News
and encouraged him to work in colour. It should be noted that
Sam was 26 years William’s senior. Mary was touched to receive
little sketches from William when he and the family dropped in to
visit. William Russell Flint was commissioned as a lieutenant and
rose to the rank of captain in the Royal Air Force.
As the war dragged on, the tone of the letters changed and we see
signs of Colin’s impatience that Mary is not writing enough
letters. She must have had her hands full with looking after
Michael and watching over the “new house”.
There is no evidence that Mary moved into Picton House until
Colin returned home after convalescence from the Flu in 1919.
In 1920 on the 27th May, Mary’s second child, Paul, was born and
the family stayed in Picton House until they moved, in about
1925, to Brandsby in North Yorkshire and then in 1927 the
family moved to Stonegate, York.
During that time in Chiswick, Colin had a holiday without Mary
and with the Rowntree family in Scotland, probably 1921 and
maybe Mary felt that she could not manage the two children away
from home at that time.
The detailed information drawn from two letters from Colin at
this time is include in the section The Meeting of the Clans Scottish Holidays.
The are a number of Photographs of Colin, Mary and Michael on
the website.
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The Thorp Family

The records take us back to John Hall Thorp, William Henry’s
father, born in about 1823 in Leeds. He was builder and timber
merchant and the Census records show that he lived in the
following abodes in the Headingley area of Leeds.

Ralph Windsor Thorp arrived in London at the age of 28 years
sometime between 1911 and 1913 from Leeds and married Molly
Rowntree on 4th December 1913.
He was born in Leeds in 1884, the son of William Henry Thorp
and Catherine Sarah nee Dymond and went to Bootham and then
Leeds Art College, presumably studying Architecture.

1851 at Wesleyan College Otley Road
1861 35 Otley Rd
1871 Wesleyan College Otley Road
1881 Chapel Lane

William Henry, his father, was at Bootham and later an architect
doing considerable work in Yorkshire and Bristol.

See the Appendix for a more detailed Family Tree
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In Sept 1849, John Hall Thorp married Annabella Windsor in
Ulverston in Cumbria. By 1851 they had settled in Leeds and
over the next 18 years had a total of seven children, 3 boys and 4
girls.
Although he did not go to Bootham, it is understood that he was a
Quaker and is buried with his wife in the cemetery of Adel
Quaker Meeting House.
John Hall’s first cousin was Fielden Thorp who was Head Master
of Bootham from 1965-1875

Edith Mary Gray, the sister of Mary Anna Gray, Fred’s wife to
be. They were each 14 and 15 years old.

See full family tree

Windsor Thorp another son of John Hall stayed on in Leeds and
joined his fathers building business. Thanks to Avril Pedly in
Leeds we have a postcard which she obtained while doing
research on Shadwell in Leeds. It was written by Frances
Elizabeth Thorp, née Osborn, wife of Windsor Thorp, to a friend
and is dated November 1912. The scene in the photo is essentially
unchanged today apart from the presence of cars and the style of
children's clothes. The school is still there and looks just the
same.
Notice the yard door with the writing Wi.. showing.

During 1891 through to 1901 William H Thorp, with his family,
lived at 9 Burton Crescent, St Chads, Headingley, Leeds
Some time later he must have moved to Bristol and in 1935, in
the Bootham Register, was recorded as living at 21 Terrace
Gardens Clifton, Bristol.

William Henry Thorp, born in 1852, married Catharine Sarah
Dymond in 1879 and it is through one of his sons Ralph Windsor
Thorp that we have the connection with the Rowntree Family.
Having said that, it interesting that there were probably
connections developing some time before, through Quakerism,
Friends Schools and Architecture.
He, in fact was at Bootham, as so many of the Grays, Thorps, and
Rowntrees were but a few years before Fred Rowntree. However
his wife to be, Catharine Sarah Dymond, who came from Exeter
in Devon, was recorded in the census of 1871 to be at Friends
Ladies School, Driffield Terrace, in York at the same time as
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about that time. It seems likely Ralph’s mother and Fred wife
knew each other.
Molly and Ralph had one daughter Betsy born 22nd Jun 1915.
When the family moved into No. 5 Hammersmith Terrace is
unclear however as in discussed elsewhere Fred Rowntree seems
to had taken over a lot of Hammersmith Terrace as office space or
for the extended family.
Exactly what Ralph was doing in the FAU is unclear however it is
mentioned in a letter that Lawrence Rowntree , after he was
injured was on “Ralph’s train”. Near the end of the War it is
mentioned that Ralph was injured but it was not clear as to how.
It is interesting to note that Betsy who was born during the war,
was herself married to John Knight during World War 2, although
their two daughters were born just after. An exercise for another
time would be to look at the number of marriages and births
occurred during WW2 within the family which by now was
extending quite considerably. Three come to mind with little
thought.

Ralph Windsor Thorp was educated at Bootham a few years
before either Colin and Douglas and yet somehow he ends up at 5
Hammersmith Terrace married to Fred Rowntree’s daughter,
Judith Mary (Molly) in 1913. He entered the Friend’s Ambulance
Unit of the Red Cross in the 1st World War and obtained a medal
for his work as an orderly. Reference was made in one letter from
Mary Anne to Colin that Laurence Rowntree when injured in
WW1 was put on Ralph’s train.

Searching out what family members did exactly during the War
or Wars is difficult and in some cases impossible. As an aside, it
was only at her funeral that we heard that Betsy Knight nee Thorp
was working during WW2 at GCHQ Bletchley. This was perhaps
the best kept family secret, a secret created by the pressure
applied to those working there at the end of the War by Winston
Churchill who insisted that they were sworn to secrecy.

Ralph studied initially in Leeds and then qualified as an architect
through King’s College London. He seemed to have been
working in Leeds until about the time of his marriage in 1913, so
how he met his wife to be and developed the connection with
Fred is still a mystery.
However 1st World War, Ralph was at Hammersmith Terrace and
married to Molly whose father was living at no.11 with her
brothers Douglas and Colin. Then, both of these got married at
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The Meeting of the Clans
Scottish Holidays

patriarch of this branch of the Rowntree Family, Fred Rowntree,
the architect, went to Glasgow for a short while in the 1880’s and
married Mary Anne Gray, of the established Quaker biscuit
Company in the area. By 1901 they had settled in Hammersmith
London. The Thorp Family was an established Leeds Quaker
family and by 1914 Ralph Thorp, the architect, had married into
the Rowntree family and settled near Fred and may have work
with him for a while. The Cruikshank family was rooted in
Scotland and had married into the Gray family on two occasions,
historically, once in 1808 and later sometime about 1880, in a
marriage between Edwin Cruikshank and Edith Mary Gray, the
sister of Fred
Rowntree’s wife.
By the end of the
First World War the
four families were
settled in London
and Glasgow and
producing a number
of Gray/Rowntree
grandchildren.
The details of this
can be seen from the
Rowntree and Gray
family trees.
Before and after the
war it seemed that
the opportunity arose
for Scottish holidays
and the culture of the
Rowntree West
Coast holiday was created. Whereas it is the case that Colin
Rowntree was born in Glasgow in 1891, by the age of nine he had
moved with the family to Hammersmith.

There are probably only a few examples of occasions when
members of four or five families come together for some periods
of time, such as holidays. Records show that this happened within
the Rowntree and associated family and interestingly on the West
Coast of Scotland although the Rowntree connection with the
area is only through marriage. Over the last few centuries it was
inevitable that Quakers seemed to have developed a clan like set
of relationships. Quakerism, a result of the Reformation, stood
alone, in many respects like Jews, and although not immigrants
did suffer from persecution and discrimination. It is no wonder
that they grouped together in similar trades and professions and
then formed their own schools. One such school was Bootham
started in 1823 in York. This school attracted any number of
established Quaker families amongst which are included:
The Rowntrees
The Grays
The Thorps
The Cruikshanks.
Details of these families and their Bootham connection are
documented elsewhere so it only needs to be said here, that by the
end of the First World War all four families were connected by
marriage.
Records show that these families enjoyed opportunities of coming
together for holidays gravitating towards the West Coast of
Scotland. This article has been assembled from the perspective of
the Rowntree Family particularly from archives of Colin
Rowntree and his son Paul, however it should be understood that
the Rowntree Family has no direct link to Scotland since it roots,
as understood from the book Rowntrees of Risborough, are
specifically Yorkshire. For whatever reason, probably work, the
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The attraction towards the west coast, apart from its inherent
beauty, was that the Gray family had links to the area and that Dr
Arnold Harris Gray practised in Tayvyalich.

The letters are significant on two counts. First they give some
idea of the beauty of the area and mention a number of places
which have then been visited by the family over the years, and
second because of the reference to any number of family
members who can with a little effort be identified.

Much can be derived from two letters from Colin Rowntree, from
Daltote, Achnamara, to his wife Mary in either 1921 or a little
later and from two photographs that are of about that time but
probably not the same year.
Sadly the letters have no date, at all, but suggest to us that Mary
was staying at home at Strand on the Green with the two children
Michael and Paul and that Paul was over 16 months old.
Reference is made to Willy and Rosie and their baby of 16
months. These would have been William Gray, director of Gray
Dunn and his wife Rosalie nee Campbell with their daughter
Mary Rose, born in 1921. The reference to 16 months makes the
letters probably 1922.

The other regular occasion when the clans met was for the Oxford
and Cambridge Boat Race. The boats passed 5 Hammersmith
Terrace and
so this was an
opportunity
for the family
to meet up
and be fed by
the ThorpKnight
Family. When
Betsy Thorp
got married to
John Knight
and Civil
Engineer
involved in
large scale projects, they settled at 5 Hammersmith Terrace and
Betsy’s parents stayed on for the rest of their lives.
Those attending the event included Colin Rowntree descendants,
Douglas Rowntree descendants, Stephen Cruikshank and of
course the Thorps and Knights. As will be seen from the article
on Chiswick, by 1911 some of the Gray family had arrive south
and moved into No.10 Hamersmith Terrace and Edith Mary
Cruikshank nee Gray lived at 27 Dukes Ave. W4 with her
offspring.
So, in effect, 3 Gray sisters were living in Chiswick..

Notes on one photograph suggest 1919 and Michael is included
so Colin and Mary would have been there and the other
photograph includes the daughter of Dr Arnold Gray, Margaret,
aka Pud, who settled for her life in Tavyalich. This second
photograph includes William Cruikshank and his small son,
Stephen.
Archives show that Scotland was not Colin’s only holiday
destination, Cornwall being very popular, however the vicinity of
Tavyalich continued to be a draw on later generations. The story
of the Rowntree family going north, lock stock and barrel, on
holiday, remained part on the anecdotal history and in later years
Paul took his family to the area, camping on many occasions and
later there was a repeat of the gathering of the clans at Keillmore
House when Paul and Gwen and many members of the family
stayed or joined for a day. Some of Paul’s ashes were scattered at
the Fairy Isles in that region..
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Chiswick as a Family Habitat in the Twentieth Century

View of Hammersmith Terrace from the South bank of the Thames
Just as York has been the centre of the lives and loves of the
William Morris had lived at Kelmscott House, just down the
present day Rowntree family and with a history going back to the
river, before he died and there is every reason to believe that Fred
nineteenth century, so it seems that Chiswick has been a habitat
was involved with the Arts and Crafts Movement, having
for members of the extended Rowntree / Gray Branch of the
probably worked with Rennie Mackintosh in Scotland.
family and offspring from about 1900 for about 105 years.
Hammersmith Terrace is situated on the north bank of the
Thames and although it is within view of Hammersmith Bridge it
Fred Rowntree moved from Scotland in 1900 to Fulham with his
is situated on Chiswick Mall and before the building of the dual
family, Mary Anna nee Gray (Annie) and three children, Douglas,
carriageway running through Ellesmere Road and Hogarth Lane,
Colin and Molly ( Judith Mary ). By 1911 Fred had moved to No.
and the extension, it would have seemed very adjacent to the
11 Hammersmith Terrace and it will be noticed that his sister in
main High Street in Chiswick..
law, Florence, had moved into No.10.
It must have been a particularly pleasant place to live assuming
The answer as to why Fred moved into the area is pure
one could cope with number of floors and the occasional flood.
conjecture. However it can be seen from the 1911 census that
Flooding was always to be an issue along the Thames, Mary
Hammersmith Terrace was a hotbed of artistic types and that
mentions in a letter that in 1915 the tide was high and Picton
Emery Walker who had been mentor to William Morris, had
House had a puddle at the bottom of the stairs. The well known
settled in No.7.
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flood of 1928 which effected much of the Estuary was reported to
have flooded Hammersmith Terrace however because the houses
are built on gravel with good drainage it did not cause a major
problem. Central London had a rough time of it with Millbank
collapsing and there is first hand anecdotal report of sewage
coming up into the basements in Victoria Street.

11 Hammersmith Terrace
Frederick Rowntree and Family
Also from the 1911 Census
Another of Fred’s sister in laws, Edith Mary Cruikshank nee Gray
lived at 27 Dukes Ave. W4 with daughter and 2 sons, Mary Arch,
William Gray (Willie) and Edwin named after his father.

From 1911 Census - Hammersmith Terrace

In 1935, according to the Bootham Register, Stephen was living
at 11 Hammersmith Terrace. Why he was living here is not clear
at present, bearing mind that both Fred and Mary Ann had died
by this time.
Meanwhile Molly Thorp nee Rowntree into No. 5 Hammersmith
Terrace with daughter Betsy and husband Ralph.
This house was also the address of Dr.Albert Alexander Gray the
Surgeon in 1935 just before he died.

1 Hammersmith Terrace
Frederick Farey Shelley - Analytical Chemist, Rachel Shelley
Medical Practitioner.
3 Hammersmith Terrace
Edward Johnston – Calligrapher – Instructor in lettering and
illumination LCC central School of Arts and Crafts and R.Coll of
Arts South Kensington

In 1901 Dr.A.A Gray lived at Pollokshields Scotland with wife
and two boys

5 Hammersmith Terrace
William Harcourt Hooper – Artist Engraver, Seal and Die Sinker
- 76 Years old.
Later owned by the Thorp Family

In 1891, there was another Cruikshank family living at 7 Freeland
Road Ealing From Scotland (merchant)

7 Hammersmith Terrace
Emery Walker - Process Engraver Friend and mentor to William
Morris 60yrs

In 1901 Emery Walker had be sharing accommodation at No.3 so
he must have moved up to No.7 during the first decade of the
century.

And from 1901 Census:

8 Hammersmith Terrace
May Morris - Writer Editor
10 Hammersmith Terrace
The Gray Family - Florence, head, Maria Louisa, sister, James
Henry, nephew, architect 25 yrs, Gulielma, visiting sister in law
44yrs (married to Woodville Gray), Henry Woodville visiting
nephew 8yrs Florence was the sister of Mary Anne Rowntree nee
Gray
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Meanwhile we know that, at that time, Samuel Begg, the artist,
who worked for the Illustrated London News was living at 23
Fairfax Road less that a ¾ of a mile away in Bedford Park. This
was a new housing estate, or rather “Garden Suburb”, built from
1870’s on and greatly influenced by the Arts and Craft
Movement. No doubt at the time it was an attractive environment
for artists and actors, just as it is today.
For interest, it can be noted that, fifty years before, the Dibdin –
Aglio family lived in the Camden Town area that was always a
centre for the artistic world and as it is again today. Detailed
study may well find that there are underlying geographical
reasons for why these particularly urban environments attract the
artistic/artisan population to develop.
Somehow Fred’s son Colin met Mary Begg Sam’s daughter. The
only connection that can be suggested to date in that Fred may
have had an informal interest in Bedford Park because of its Arts
and Crafts leaning. This link is somewhat less sure than that
found or guessed at between the Dibdin – Aglio families in the
1860’s and the Dibdin - Haycraft families in the 1890’s.
So be it, Mary married Colin in 1914 and there is evidence that
the families travelled back and forth across Chiswick although we
have no indication of the mode of transport. Walking would not
have been too onerous in those days. Nowadays to cross the
“New Road” is a dismal experience.
In January 1915 Mary rented Picton House, at the downstream
end of Strand on the Green, again on the Thames in Chiswick but
nearer Kew Bridge. Annie, Fred’s wife would rather that Mary
have found somewhere more “suitable” up nearer them but all
had a hand in helping Mary with organising the decoration and
furnishing.
There is no indication that Mary moved in until after the war that,
of course, went on for longer than was at first expected. When
they did move, they lived there for about 7 years and the Wisteria
referred to by Mary is still there.

Letters from Fred and Annie to Colin give us some idea of the
domestic and housing activities of the Rowntree and Gray family.
At some point during the War period they inhabited No. 3, No. 5,
No, 10, and No. 11 Hammersmith Terrace, with Sam Begg over
in Fairfax Road and Mary and Colin at Picton House and the
Cruikshank family in Dukes Avenue. The family of William
Russell Flint, the watercolour painter, lived in the area and were
close friends of the Beggs. Why Annie felt that Mary would be
better off at the Hammersmith end of the river is not clear, but
memory has it Strand on the Green was quite an industrial area
even as late as the1950’s, with a number of boat yards so perhaps
she felt it was a little downtown.
Dukes Avenue must have been quite an uptown road in the
1920’s and ran straight into Chiswick House Grounds, however
once the New Road was built, Chiswick was cut into North and
South and Dukes Avenue was blocked off. The building of this
Road took a long time with the first stretch, from Wellesley Road
to Cherry Blossom roundabout, which was a dual carriageway,
completed by the late 1940’s. The next stretch, cutting through to
Hammersmith was done in about the 1960’s. Two new Flyovers,
either one or both were built under the management of John
Knight, Betsy’s husband, helped the traffic in and out of the West
End through Hammersmith but probably had a very unsettling
effect on those living south of the New Road.
The West corner of Chiswick was on an interesting junction
between the North Circular Road, Kew Bridge and the start of the
South Circular, Chiswick High Road leading into the West End
and The Great West Road which was then the main Bath and
Bristol Road, the A4. This was the trunk road to replace the
original route out through Brentford.
In this respect Chiswick was the mirror to the roads around the
Woolwich Ferry on the East Side of London.
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Map of Chiswick before the “New Road” was built showing the line of it. Cedars Rd - Ellesmere Rd - Hogarth Lane - Great West Rd
This road had an impact on walking from South to North Chiswick
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The Great West Road had a cycle track along its full length of
about 10 miles to London Airport and it was quite a shock to
one’s parents to know that one had ridden the length, there and
back, on a huge old women’s bicycle at the age of 12 or 13 years
old. This was only matched by cycling back from Ware in
Hertford, a full 40 miles, at the age of 14.
Now, of course, the “New road” flies over Chiswick Roundabout
and stays in the air for some miles forming the start of the M4 to
the West Country. Ten miles out from Chiswick the M4 has a
branch down to London Airport
Nestled in the corner between Brentford High Street and The
Great West Road was Brentford Market that specialised in fruit
and vegetables and, at Christmas, was the place to buy a
Christmas tree and a box of apples or tangerines. Fun carrying
that lot back on the top of a bicycle.

The Guise Family in Chiswick
After the Second World War, Joan Guise, the widow of Tony
Guise who drowned in WW2 moved to Chiswick with her son,
from Streatham, the seat of the Guise family.
Her reasons for moving from the flat in Stanhope Road were
associated with the need for more space, a way of earning a living
and a garden. However to move away from Streatham was
probably to do with making a fresh start in life and to steer away
from the family and connections with the immediate past. Why
she moved to Chiswick is probably because her friend, Jean
Irvine, from her days as a student at the Royal Academy was
living in Beverley Court on Wellesley Road at the Turnham
Green end. In Dec 1946 Joan took on a large Victorian property
in Wellesley Road, leasehold, with the view of letting out rooms,
as furnished and serviced digs, to earn a living and to spend time
obtaining her piano qualifications so that she could earn a living
teaching. Raoul went to Bedford Park Prep School for a couple of
years, before going to boarding school in Hertford.
From a child’s point of view, Chiswick was quite a place to be.
Wellesley Road did not have much traffic and to get to school a
mile away there were a couple of buses no.91, and no.55 and by
judicial management of the penny for the fare, it was possible to
get through the whole journey on buses without walking. The
High Road had every type of shop from Goodmans, a clothing
material and haberdashery store, to a fishmonger and horsemeat
butcher. Goodbans was special in so far as it was like a
department store and had a compressed air pipe system to sent
bills and money to and from the cash clerk who sat up high at the
back of the shop.
There were well placed garages, several old fashioned grocers
such as Gapps Store and Cullens where one stood in the shop and
were served from behind a counter by any number of assistants
who knew what stock there was.

As seen from the 1911 Census Fred’s sister in law, Edith Mary
Cruikshank nee Gray lived at 27 Dukes Ave. W4 with a daughter
and 2 sons, Mary Arch, William Gray (Willie) and Edwin named
after his father. Willie at that time would have been 26 and got
married locally to Ada in 1915. Realising that he would want to
move out of his mother’s home, is perhaps the reason why Mary
Rowntree suggested, at one point, that she and Colin may
consider renting Picton House to them.
In 1925 Colin and family left Chiswick for Yorkshire followed by
Samuel Begg and his wife. In 1927 and 1933 respectfully Fred
and his wife died, presumably leaving No. 5 the only house
occupied by the clan on Hammersmith Terrace. It is believed that
Florence Gray had already left No.10 by the time of the war, as
there were cards from her in Scotland during that period and one
referring to a visit to London. It is not known when Douglas
moved out to Gerrard’s Cross but judging from a letter from
Annie to Colin in November 1914, the family was looking for a
property in the area at that time.
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There were two toy shops, one, in the High Street and one up in
Turnham Green Terrace and at most westerly end, Gunnersbury
Station with access to the London Underground District line and
to the old British Rail Broadstreet line that travelled round the
north of central London to the Station next to Liverpool Street.

The walk to the river from Wellesley Road was lovely because it
entailed a quiet path by the railway line, crossing the line,
wandering through Chiswick Village, a group of blocks of flats,
and then down past the workshops on the Strand.
From there, one had a view of the shot tower in Brentford
looming up over Kew Bridge and in the other direction, Barnes
Bridge, on which travel the trains, both underground trains and
main line trains.

By 1947 some of the “New Road” had been built, with a strange
half flyover going nowhere over Wellesley Road. This did not go
down again to the other roads, and had no traffic on it so was a
useful play area. There were still routes across to the River
Thames and walking a dog down to the river either at high tide or
low tide was a delight. In those days to be out on one’s own at the
age of six was considered to be quite normal and with a dog for
protection it was totally safe.

A View of the River Thames looking East from Kew Bridge. On
the left is Strand on the Green were Paul Rowntree spent his
early years at Picton House. The bridge is used by the District
Underground and the main line Broad Street Line. On the right is
Olive Island. Many of the trees and houses on the Strand are
now (2005) as in the picture.

Strand on the Green was a special place to go as it was busy with
boat yards and at high tide the water sometimes lapped over the
bank and at low tide there were acres of mud.
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Coincidental Connections

Cliff Richard performed there during the last couple of years of
its working life.

Connections between families living in an area based on
geography is to be expected, however there are some other
connections, interesting because of their share coincidence.
In 1963, the two Knight girls from Hammersmith Terrace were
visiting friends in Wellesley Road at the house that just happened
to be adjacent to Joan’s house. They report some years later that
they remembered seeing Raoul tearing two cars apart in his back
garden.
The coincidences continued when some years later after getting
married Raoul and Joanna settled in Rusthall Ave, loosely set in
Bedford Park and nearly bought a house within the boundaries of
Bedford Park proper, near Fairfax Road which is where Samuel
Begg, Joanna’s great grandfather lived before moving to
Yorkshire. At the time we were not aware of the family
connection and were warned by a local surveyor that a house that
interested them was a classic example of crumbling brickwork in
Bedford Park.
Mary refers in
one of her
letters to
going with her
father to the
Chiswick
Empire, a
wonderful
music hall in
Chiswick
High Road
opposite Turnham Green. This closed and was knocked down, in
about the 1960, however, I have a memory of going once to see,
not only, Alma Cogan singing Zambesi, but also, Ida Lupino and
Lupino Lane of Lambeth Walk fame.

Picton House Strand on the Green with the Wysteria
Paul Rowntree often spoke of Picton House, his birth place and
on one occasion we all went to see the property from the path. He
did sail as a very young boy on the Thames with his brother
Michael, from the bank on Strand on the Green. During a time of
sailing enthusiasm our family did sail on a few occasions in a 14
foot dinghy on the tidal stretches of the Thames along the Strand
and Chiswick Mall, on one occasion risking hitting Hammersmith
Bridge.
It was easier sailing up at Richmond between Richmond Half
Lock and Teddington Lock except when they dropped Richmond
lock and it seemed as if the plug had been pulled on the river.
The river was a natural attraction as we see nowadays people will
pay vast sums of money to live by it, but in those days it was just
a resource to be accepted as part of life, useful as a workplace and
a great playground.
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Other Joys of Chiswick.
Walking from Chiswick High Road along Dukes Avenue,
shrouded in huge trees, towards Chiswick House Grounds must
have been a delight at a time when one could have gone straight
into the grounds which were open free to the public. Much time
was spent there by children and in the 1950’s it was a regular
thing to have a cricket match on the green within the grounds.

Strand on the Green
. Picton House again showing the Motor Works adjacent
Watching the Boat Race from Dukes Meadows on the
downstream side of Chiswick Bridge amongst crowds of people
with dark blue and light blue banners, in the 1950’s, was always a
celebration, matched later by memories of the boat race
gatherings of the Rowntree / Thorp clan at 5 Hammersmith
Terrace in the 1960’s and 70’s

Chiswick House and Grounds built by the third Earl of Burlington
in 1729 in the Palladium style and contains many paintings.

The final coincidence:
Two of Colin’s great grandchildren , and three of his brother
Douglas’ great grandchildren all lived in Chiswick in the 1970’s
and bewildered the teachers in the local Primary School by how
well they got on together without realising that they were second
cousins.
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On a less grand scale but equally noteworthy were the Prefabs or
prefabricated houses. These were built quickly after WW2 as
emergency housing, to last ten years, but happened to last for
many more.
There were a number of sites in Chiswick but particular memories
are of those nestled between Chiswick High Road and the
underground Railway line that ran just north of it. It is probable
that they only were kept in use for about 20 years as the area was
cleared by about 1970. It is worth mentioning that still in the
Catford area, even as recent as 2011, there are the original prefabs
whose occupants are very happy with them and people were
battling to save them.

Further on was Turnham Green bounded by three roads one of
which was Chiswick High Road itself. Joan’s second marriage
was held at the Christchurch on Turnham Green.

There were buses going all over Chiswick. The 91 going along
Wellesley Road and numerous buses and trolley buses on the
High Street. It is strange to remember about the three local
swimming baths all within easy reach. Chiswick baths were at the
end of the 55 bus route but to get to Brentford baths we caught
the 655 trolley bus. Why one should have chosen Brentford baths,
I cannot remember but the building was special as it was made
from very soft deep red bricks that we could bore into with a coin
making a beautifully smooth hemispherical holes while we were
waiting outside. Acton Baths were most convenient for the
schools in the Bedford Park area. The usual crocodile of children
walking was the mode of transport.

The observer returning to Chiswick after the last half century will
be able to seek out many changes. However, the first unavoidable
major new building in the town was the development of the IBM
building on top of Gunnersbury Station. Originally the station,
accessible from 3 directions, had the feel of a rural station with a
small crescent outside on the High Street side. Serving both
Underground and traditional main line trains, it did not have the
atmosphere of the more modern, concrete and glass, stations such
at Chiswick Park Station on the Acton side of Chiswick.
Built in the early 1960’s this IBM skyscraper had an impact on
the station and loomed over many of the otherwise very private
gardens in the neighbourhood.

At the bottom of Wellesley Road were three blocks of flats
Beverley, Belgrave and Beaumont Court that were built round an
enormous private garden, in the middle of which was a swimming
pool. Knowing families in the flats meant that I had the
opportunity of swimming in this dark black pool which was
special in so far as that the bottom was so steep from the shallow
end to the deep end, that one could do nothing but slide down it
because of the slime that coated all the sides and the bottom.

When discussing Chiswick recently, I found myself referring to
the level crossing on the Bath Road which ran along on the south
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side of Bedford Park. Although it did not exist as a crossing one
seemed to be aware of it in the 1960’s. There was in fact a
disused railway line that ran from the back of Chiswick High
Road across at this point and bordered Bedford Park curving
round to the west behind the Southfield Primary School dividing
off the large factory area of CAV Ltd which has now all gone.
The line continued across just north of Southfield Recreation
Ground situated at the top of Chiswick and joined the other main
lines in Acton. I now remember those daily walks past the school
to CAV across this missing railway line and sadly at the time
never quite saw the significance of it. I do remember the weeks
of lunch time treks back across the line to collect one daughter
from the school to take her to Chiswick Grill, a small Italian
restaurant at the Hammersmith end of Chiswick where for 5/- we
got a single lunch and divided it into two. The joy and patience
with which they served us for our daily lunch was memorable as
was the evening meals that we, occasionally, as a family enjoyed.

End piece
One bitter-sweet memory, centres on the City Barge pub situated
on Strand on the Green such that having a meal outside could
well involve watching the tide rise over the footpath and encircle
ones feet at the table. In this occasion 11th Sept 1973, about 4
years before we left London for the north, Alfred Marshall came
down for a week or so and stayed at St Alban’s Ave. On the
evening of Joanna’s 30th birthday we all went for a meal at the
City Barge and returned home late that evening. Alf had a good
glass of whisky as a night cap and the next we knew in the middle
of the night he was calling out and died in the early hours of the
morning of 12th Sept. The girls were ushered out of the house to
school as soon as possible and the undertaker called in. Sad but at
least the evening celebration is well remembered.

Parking was never a problem in the area at that time and the high
street had for a short stretch a two tier structure with a narrow
road running alongside with shops along side. The name Green’s
restaurant come to mind as another example of somewhere that
served traditional family lunches at a reasonable price
It is interesting to imagine a place like Chiswick before the
advent of the railways and of course the motor vehicle. Judging
from the Parks and Green areas that now exist, the area must have
had a distinctively rural atmosphere with Chiswick and Acton
divided by fields that are now Acton Green Common and
Chiswick Common. The only link between these now, is through
a bridge at Fishers lane under the Underground line, which
happens to be overground until Hammersmith.
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The Friends Ambulance Unit
As there has been considerable reference to the Friends Ambulance
Unit, with a number of the family joining it, at least for some of the
WW1, it seems worthwhile giving a quick summary of the
organisation and the work that it did in WW1.
The website gives a fuller account with more pictures, original
articles from the time and links to other sources of information.
The Unit was founded as the "Anglo-Belgian Ambulance Unit" at
the start of World War I in 1914 and later renamed the Friends'
Ambulance Unit. Members were trained at Jordans, a hamlet in
Buckinghamshire, that was a centre for Quakerism. Altogether it
sent over a thousand men to France and Belgium, where they
worked on ambulance convoys and ambulance trains with the
French and British armies. It was dissolved in 1919.
Archived is a copy of the original acceptance letter send by Philip
Baker to Colin Rowntree inviting him to the initial training starting
with First Aid training on 25th August 1914 in London.
The first boat load of members went to France on 30th Oct 1914,
with the view of giving medical help where needed and do other
useful healing work where required.
It was understood from the start that they would operate in an
orderly semi-military way so as to be acceptable to the military
mind and local French and Belgian authorities.
Apart from the letters, diaries and documents from Colin Rowntree
most of this summary is derived from the following three sources
from the time.
The First Report of the FAU
Oct 1914 - April 1915
The Story of the Work of the FAU
Oct 1914 - April 1915
A book – The Friends Ambulance Unit
1914-1919
The Book, written about the activities of the FAU, in hindsight
gives a clear structured approach to what was happening and is an
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excellent source of detailed information and statistics, however this
structure is not apparent in the same way in earlier reports.
From a speech on May 2nd 1915 by the O/C, presumably Philip
Baker we read
“I would point out that roughly they divide every member of the
Unit in Dunkerque into four classes, firstly those who are
orderlies at St. Pierre, secondly those who are orderlies at Queen
Alexandra, thirdly those who drive motor cars, and fourthly,
everybody else. I think it will be worthwhile for everyone to
discover the class to which they belong, and then discover what
they have to do in case of the bombardment beginning.”
Later in the speech we read the following:
“Well, hitherto in the history of the Unit, it has always occurred
that the work which we have done has brought in its train more
and more opportunities for activity, but on this particular
occasion, and at the present time it seems as if our recent
endeavours were likely to be followed by the total collapse of
every activity in which the Unit has been engaged.”
And to give an idea of how the organisation managed itself:
“A voluntary unit like ours, if it is shelled out of one place, moves
on to another, and tries to take the buildings which the army
leaves, and the more places that are shelled at once, the fewer
buildings are there left, in consequence it is not so easy as it
might appear at first to move on, for example, our civilian
typhoid hospital to another place out of range, for the vary simple
reason that premises elsewhere cannot very easily be found.”
The First Report and the Story of April 1915 gives some idea of
the work being done in the first year of the war. The Events of the
first few days are referred to elsewhere in this booklet and well
reported in Colin’s diary and amongst the many publications and

articles, and it can only be said that this was truly a baptism by
fire into the work to follow.
One gets the feeling that the organisation, although small, was
sufficiently confident to be able to adapt to any situation and
observe where there was a need and do something about it. Those
at the Headquarters were obviously exceptional people managing,
often delicate situations internationally, and the Unit was seen to
have performed efficiently. From the first Report:
This has been due to various factors, but not least to the
interesting variety of expert to be found in the Unit. Professional
men, skilled artificers, craftsmen of all sorts, business men,
practical workmen, engineers, mechanics and builders, surgical
dressers, bearers, orderlies, motorists—all are at hand, and
ready and willing to be of service.

Its original equipment was augmented by the Unit till it possessed
a very serviceable plant. A couple of lathes were installed, a
drilling machine, carborundum wheels, charging apparatus, and
the necessary driving gear. With the assistance of two
engineering firms and a foundry in the locality for machining
very large plants or making odd castings, the garage staff was
able to deal with practically every sort of mechanical job that
arose. Later it was necessary to take additional garage
accommodation, but No. 1 from first to last was the centre of the
Unit’s workshop activities.

By April 1915, the FAU had a well established transport system.
Cars and Ambulances all needing work to keep them running –
from the book FAU 1914-19:
In the first days of the Unit's existence, the problem of motor
repairs was fortunately not a very pressing one. There were not
many more than half-a-dozen cars at their disposal, and these
were new ones. But negotiations were soon started to secure the
use of M. Albert Lenozeh’s garage in the Rue Forbin, almost
opposite the entrance to the Hotel du Kursaal, the first Headquarters. As more cars arrived, and as the wear and tear of
constant running on the bad roads began to show, the garage
work soon became of
great
importance.
More
space
was
needed to cope with
the increased number
of cars, and the
Garage Lenozeh was
taken over as a whole,
to be known as No. 1
Garage.

From the first Report: April 1915

The First Report was written only six months after their arrival in
Europe and gives a clear idea of the work that the FAU was
doing.

By way of summary of the work accomplished, the following figures may be
quoted:
Wounded Soldiers dressed in station sheds .. .. ..
3,000
Wounded transhipped .. .... .. ..
6,000
Wounded ambulanced . . ... . . . . .
15,000
Persons inoculated against Typhoid Fever.. . . ..
20,000
Persons for whom water supply provided.. . . ..
15,000
In-patients (Civilians and Soldiers) at the four Hospitals
(St. Pierre, Sacre Coeur, Hospital Elizabeth and QueenAlexandra'
approximately 465 beds in all) .
.. .. .. 1,600
These figures do not include the many hundreds of out-patients attended in the
villages at the front, or the still larger numbers of persons receiving relief in
clothing or food.

Also from the report we get an idea of the support from the UK
particularly through the work of Ella Rowntree and Lady Newman
whose husbands were both on the committee for the FAU.
Reference to their work together in the North and South of England
is made in letters.
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The FAU set up a number of hospitals both civilian:
The Sacre Coeur Hospital, Ypres
Chateau Elisabeth Hospital, Poperinghe
Hazbrouck, Watten and Barge Hospitals
and military:
St. Pierre Hospital, Malo-les-Bains
Queen Alexandra Hospital, Malo-les-Bains
as well as servicing First Aid stations, Postes de Secours and
Casualty Clearing Stations near the front line.

These figures furnish a preliminary return of the articles supplied
Blankets, Rugs, Coverlets . ...
1,564
Pillows and Pillow Cases ..
1,712
Sheets ..
.. ..
1,042
Pairs of Socks and Stockings
.. ..
4.463
Shirts (day and night) and bed jackets
6,036
Vests and Pants
.. ..
1,212
Mufflers, Comforters, etc. ..
2,842
Handkerchiefs ..
.. ....
2,530
Towels ..
.. ... .
1,265
Miscellaneous, Suits, Dresses,Children’s Clothes,
Boots and Shoes Underclothing, etc. ... .
8,101
TOTAL
30,768
Most of these articles were new and specially prepared for use in the Unit’s
relief work.

Quote from FAU 1914-1919
It would hardly be an overstatement to say that up to the spring of
1915 the Unit had lived mainly on emergencies. The civilian work
at Ypres and Poperinghe like the French Convoys had grown
from no pre-arranged plan…
There was no reference to the term “French Convoys” in the
April 1915 Report or the Story, however reading into what was
happening and from Colin Rowntree’s diaries it would seem that
he spent a lot of his time driving and ferrying ill civilians,
orphans and and the wounded about as well as helping in the
various hospitals.
These Convoys derived from the “Section Sanitaire Anglaise”
that formed in 1915 and consisted of the Hon. Lionel Holland’s
Ambulances working with the French system. Lionel Holland
was the brother of Sydney Holland, Lord Knutsford, who was
Chairman of the London Hospital House Committee for many
years.
It can be presumed, but uncertain, that some of Colin’s work was
to be part of the “French Convoys”, work that was seen as a
significant part of the FAU work.

As well as these hospitals, there were orphanages established and
the problem of hospitals and orphanages being damaged by
shelling and bombs, so patients, children and nuns etc had to be
moved. There was a lot of civilian evacuation transport work.
The FAU give anti-typhoid inoculations, dealt with water
purification and took on the job of milk distribution because of
the serious conditions prevailing among infants.
The list of activities related to general relief work, in which the
FAU was involved, is extensive and includes clothing and food
distribution, search parties, schools and offering outpatient
facilities.
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The Ambulance Trains
It is astounding to consider that such a small organisation and a
voluntary one, at that, could take on, in wartime the running of
trains. However by the end of 1915 the FAU was running one
Ambulance train and over the next year or so, took over the
running of three more.
A letter from Annie Rowntree to Colin refers to one of these
trains, on which the injured Laurie Rowntree traveled, as being
Ralph Thorp’s train so presumably his work with the FAU was on
one of the trains.
In the letters of Lionel Dibdin, there is mention that he, after
recouperating sufficiently from being gased, was conducting
troops to Le Havre on the trains and then back to Paris.
The statistics regarding the work of these trains is equally
astounding.
Train

No.16 A.T.
No.17 A.T.
No.11 A.T.
No.5 A.T.
TOTAL

Period.

Aug.1915-Jan 1919
Dec.1915-Jan 1919
Mar.1915-Jan 1919
Aug.1915-Jan 1919

Trips
made
395
375
320
326

Front to Base and Base to Hospital Ship
Lying
Sitting
Sick
Wounded Convalesce
Rents
patriated
PoW
73,443
62,088
54,160
56,004

76,255
65,180
50,906
53.528

80,470
70,445
53,826
55112

74.288
56,823
51,240
54,420

2,906
1,140
6,800
9.195

975
1,109
911
1,136

Totals

158,579
129.517
112,777
119,863
520,736

AMBULANCE TRAINS' PATIENTS.
Although the overwhelming majority of cases carried on the Ambulance Trains were of course British and
Imperial officers and men, it may be of interest to enumerate some of the other classes of patients actually carried :
Army Nursing Sisters and
Indian officers and men.
Russian prisoners of war.
V.A.D's. Q.M.A.A.C.
French officers and men.
Serbian prisoners of war
British Civilians (Y.M.C.A.,
French prisoners of war.
German wounded and sick prisoners.
civilian workmen,etc.).
French civilians.
Chinese labour troops
Brtit. Civilians (ladies).
Italian officers and men.
Egyptian labour troops.
South African native labour troops.
USA. officers and men.
Belgians.
Portuguese officers and men.
USA prisoners of war.
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From FAU 1914-1919 we have the following information:

In just a few pages it is impossible to do justice to the work of the
FAU in WW1 and fulfil the role of the books and documents and
that were written near the time, however an effort has been made to
demonstrate what an amazing organisation it was, and the range of
work that the volunteers took on.

Serving in France and Belgium on 1st November 1914 there were
43 members of the FAU
and by 1st November 1918 there were 640.
Over 20 died while serving with the Unit and nearly 20 died after
leaving, presumable to join up to fight as did Lawrence Rowntree
and also Colin Rowntree who joined the Royal Engineers –
Graves Registration.
At least twice in Colin’s diaries, there is reference to people that
he worked with being killed by bombs or shells.

It ought to be mentioned here, that in 2013, a memorial was
installed at the National Arboretum in Staffordshire to
commemorate the work of the Friend Ambulance Unit in the
Second World War.

More regarding the work of the of the FAU can be found on the
Website at www.guise.me.uk/articles/fau/index.htm
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Other Family Members
It would be amiss not to mention a couple of Frederick’s brothers.
George Rowntree stayed on in the Family business in
Scarborough and we are fortunate to have available “His
Reminiscences” written for the family in 1935-36. This is
available to read on the website and three chapters may be of
particular interest.
?

?
?

The Scarborough Riots or The Schreiner Riots in 1900 when
the Rowntrees were at risk because they formed The South
African Conciliation Committee and gave the opportunity for
the other side of the Boer War to be heard.
Visit to China – when he was with his brother to look at the
Chengtu University.
The Bombardment of Scarborough in 1914 from German
warships.

Arthur Rowntree, educated at Bootham, went on to be a Junior
master there and at Oliver’s Mount, Scarborough, final becoming
Headmaster of Bootham from 1899 to 1927. During the war, as
letters indicate, he and his wife Ellen did some serious work to
support the Friend’s Ambulance War effort.
In 1931 he published a book on the History of Scarborough.
Of Colin Rowntree’s two children sadly Michael died in South
Africa during WW2 in a motorbike accident. Paul born in 1920,
studied medicine at St Bartholomew’s Hospital in London during
WW2 and not only do we have a number of short autobiographical
speeches by him, but also a set of 26 “Communiqués” written to his
parents giving daily reports of the first Blitz in London.
All these can be found through
www.guise.me.uk/rowntree/index.htm
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Extra Notes and Comments.
Dec 1929
Colin was in the Victoria Hospital in Glasgow with a wound and
drain, presumably because of an operation and was planning to
come home 20th Dec with a dressing.
18th Dec 1929
Colin wrote to Mary c/o Sam Begg Stonegate
20th Dec 1929
Colin wrote to Mary at Aumitts in Brandsby. He is to be allowed
home on Tuesday. {presumably the 24th Dec. 1929} Carshaw
says the wound is healing.
Arnold {Dr. Arnold Gray from Tavyalich} came in and asked the
sister if he could see the wound. There was only a spot of
discharge but he got her to put on a fresh dressing and it was
agreed that Carshaw would be told that the dressing had been on
since morning. However when it came to the bit this morning
when Carshsaw asked how long the dressing had been on Sister’s
nerve broke and she said last night. They have put in a drainage
tube. Sister thinks it will be all dried up by Tuesday Carshaw
thinks not. I shall come by the 12 noon train
A letter from Tin this morning Douglas is to have the liquid
drawn off – poor lad. Just finished “Jesting Pilate” {Aldous
Huxley} – rather shallow but amusing.
Colin has sown the numbers on 12 face clothes and am now
hemming the edges.
Busting with excitement to come home.
Final Comment
Throughout this article reference has been made to four
grandfathers of the now, in 2013, senior generation. It would be
pure, but interesting speculation to wonder if, by chance, any that
were only to become related though their children and
grandchildren every met up in the chaos of war.
It is sad perhaps that we were unable to have the time or inclination
to talk with them about their time in the hell of war.

